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Abstract 
F-rational rings are defined for rings of characteristic p > 0 using the Frobenius endomorphism 
and corresponds to rational singularities in characteristic 0.We study F-rationality of certain Rees 
algebras and prove that every Cohen-Macaulay local ring with isolated singularity and negative 
a-invariant has a Rees algebra which is F-rational. As a consequence, we find that “Boutot’s 
Theorem” asserting that a pure subring of a rational singularity is a rational singularity is not 
true for a F-rational ring. @ 1997 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
AMS Classification: Primary 13HlO; secondary 14B05, 13D45, 14E05 
0. Introduction 
The notion of rational singularities for the rings of “characteristic 0” is very important 
in the theory of commutative rings. One of the most important properties of rational 
singularities is “Boutot’s Theorem”, which asserts that a pure subring of a rational 
singularity is again a rational singularity [l]. This can be used, for example, to show 
that the invariant subring of a linearly reductive group acting on a regular ring is 
Cohen-Macaulay. 
For rings of characteristic p > 0, the notion of F-rational ring is defined [2,5], and 
proved to have very similar properties as rational singularities and it is proved very 
recently that a ring essentially of finite type over a field of characteristic 0 is a rational 
singularity if and only if its “reduction mod p” is F-rational for every p >> 0 [7,4]. 
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Then it is very natural to expect that “Boutot’s Theorem” also holds for F-rational 
rings. Namely, we ask if a pure subring of a F-rational ring is F-rational. 
The aim of this article is to show that unfortunately, this is not the case for “fixed p” 
by showing that certain Ress algebra of a graded ring R, which is not F-rational can 
be F-rational. This shows that a ring retract of a F-rational ring may not be F-rational. 
More generally, we can show; 
Theorem 3.2. Let R = en>,, R, be a Noetherian graded ring with Ro = k, a field of 
characteristic p > 0. If R ii Cohen-Macaulay with a(R) < 0 and if R has an isolated 
singularity, then R is a pure subring of an F-rational ring. 
Note that our condition does not guarantee R is F-rational. But if R is a modulo p 
reduction of a ring defined in characteristic 0, our condition imply that R is F-rational 
for p > 0. In this manner, we could say that “Boutot’s Theorem holds for F-rational 
rings for p > 0.” 
1. Notations 
(1.1) Let k be a field and R=@ n,O R,, be a Noetherian graded ring of dim R = r 
with Ro=k and S=k[Yl,..., Y,] withdegY,<O (i=l,..., s). 
We denote the unique maximal ideal of R (resp. S) by R+ or m (resp. S_ or n). 
Then the tensor product U := R @k S = R[fi , . . . , Y,] has natural grading by degx @ y 
= degx + deg y for homogeneous elements x E R and y E S. 
Then we put. 
T:=(R@kS)>o=@ @ RiBSi . 
II>0 [ 1 l+J=n 
When S=k[Y] with degY=-1, then T=Rq:=$n>ORJ,Y”, where we denote _ 
RI, = @i>n Ri. 
So, our T is a kind of Rees algebra over R (R’ is the usual Rees algebra of R+ 
over R if R+ is generated by homogeneous elements of degree 1). 
(1.2) Since T is a pure subring of U[Z] with degZ = - 1 by the isomorphism 
T E U[Z]o, T is Noetherian and normal if so is R. 
(1.3) We note several facts about T which we use later. 
(1) T has natural grading by Z2 with T(,,,, = R, @ S,, and R is a pure subring of T by 
the isomorphism R ?? @, >0 [R, @So]. Also, T has a pure subring T0 = @n,O R, @S_, 
%R#S, where the latter-ring is the “Segre product” of R and S with usual (non- 
negative) grading on S (cf. [3]). Moreover, J = @a>0 miO [Rn @S,] and J’ = 
CD n+m,o[R, @&,,I are graded ideals of T with TIJZR and ‘T/J’%R#S. Thus, R and 
R#S are ring retracts of T. 
(2) T has the unique maximal graded ideal 9X = @n+m>,,, n,O [R, @S,]. 
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Definition 1.4. For a graded U (or 7’) module M = enEP M,, we denote MAO := 
@,,oM,,. We see that M Lo is a graded T submodule (but not a U submodule) of M 
anddefine MC0 := M/M20 = BntO M,,. 
Note that ( )~a and ( )<. are exact functors from the category of U (or T) modules 
to the category of graded T modules. 
2. Computation of local cohomology groups 
Now, we will compute the local cohomology groups of T with respect to 9X. We 
will note that this calculation is a special case of the theory developed in [6]. 
To compute local cohomology groups, the following notions are very convenient. 
Definition 2.1. Let A be a (general) Noetherian ring, M be an A-module and Z be an 
ideal of A. Then we say 
(i) M satisfies condition (*) (with respect to I) if Supp(M)c V(Z). This is equiv- 
alent to say that HP(M)=M and Hi(M) =0 for i > 0. 
(ii) M satisfies the condition (**) (with respect to I) if M = $;.En MJ,, where for 
every J. E A there exists a~, EZ such that the multiplication of aA on M; is a bijection. 
In this case, H,‘(M) = 0 for every i 2 0. 
(2.2) Now, let I’ be the minimal injective resolution of R in the category of graded R 
modules (cf. [3]). Then each I’ is a direct sum of graded modules of the form ER(R/P), 
where p moves over graded prime ideals of R and ER(R/~) is the injective envelope 
of R/p in the category of graded R modules. Note that the multiplication of every 
homogeneous element a E R, a 6 p on l?~(R/p) is bijective. We denote ‘I’ = ZZz(Z*) 
and “I’ be the quotient complex so that 
is an exact sequence of complexes of graded R-modules. 
Let K’ be the Cousin complex of S with respect to { Yi, , K}. Namely, K’ is 
defined by 
where K” = Coker(KSP2 4 KS-’ )-H,(S)Z(Y] . . . r,)-‘k[Y,&., y,-‘1. N 
Then, we know that K’ is a resolution of S by graded S-modules. Note that (KS), # 0 
only if n>N:=-(degYi +...+degY,). 
(2.3) Using the resolutions I’ and K* of R and S, respectively, we get a resolution 
I* @k K’ of U by graded U modules and since the functor ( )>o is an exact fimctor, _ 
the complex (I’ @k K*)>o is a resolution of T by graded T-modules. Hence, we have _ 
H&(T)” W&((Z’ c%K’)>o)> (2.1) 
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where the latter is the hypercohomology of (I’ @k K*)ko with respect to the local 
cohomology functor. 
Note that K’ (0 < i 5 s - 1) (resp. K”) satisfies the condition (**) (resp. (*)) with 
respect to n. 
To calculate local cohomology groups of T, we note the following. 
Lemma 2.4. Let M (resp. N) be a graded R (resp. S) module. Then, 
(i) If M satisfies the condition (*) with respect to m, then (M @k N)lo satisfies 
(*) with respect to )132. 
(ii) If M (resp. N) satisjies the condition (**) with respect to m (resp. n), then 
so does (A4 @k N)~o with respect to ‘!Dl. 
(iii) Zf A4 satisjies the condition (**) with respect to m and if N satisjes the 
condition (*) with respect to n, then 
H&((M@kN)>o) s 
0, (Pfl), 
(M ~ N) 
k <o, (p=l). 
Proof. (i) !UI is generated by elements of the form a@ b with a em. Then if M 
satisfies (*), every element of M (resp. M&N) is annihilated by some power of a 
(resp. a @ 6). 
(ii) By our assumption, A4 @ N is a direct sum of modules of the form IV), 8 N, as 
in Definition 2.l(ii). If a (resp. b) is a homogeneous element of m (resp. n) acting 
bijectively on ADA (resp. N,), then we can choose suitable m, n so that deg am @b” = 0 
and am ~3 b” acts bijectively on (MA @ N,,)~o. 
(iii) In the exact sequence 
of graded T-modules, we can see easily by our assumption that M @k N satisfies the 
condition (**) and (A4 @k N),o satisfies (*) with respect to m. 0 
Theorem 2.5. Assume that R satisjes Serre’s condition (Sz). Then the local coho- 
mology groups of T with respect to !Vl are given by the following exact sequences. 
0 -+ (H;(R) @k S)>,J -H&(T) + (H&-‘(R) @k ff;@))<o + 0. _ 
In particular, dim T = r + s and H$“( T) g (H;(R) @k Hi(S)) co. 
Also, T is Cohen-Macaulay if Hi(R), = 0 for 
(i) every p > 0 and n 2 0 and 
(ii) every p < r and n < cJzl deg I;. 
Proof. By (2.1), we have a spectral sequence 
E2”‘” := HP(H$((I’ @kK*)20)) =+ Hgq(T). 
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By Lemma 2.4, Et4 = 0 unless q = 0,l and 
H&((Z’ @kKe)~o)” 1 
(‘P c3’k K*)20, (4 = 017 
(“I. @k lP)<O, (4 = 1). 
Since K’ is a resolution of S, we have 
and 
Ep+“” = Hp((“I’ @k K")<o) 
2 
% [H’(“I’) @k KS] <O. 
Now, by the exact sequence 0 ---f ‘I’ 41’ + “I’ --+ 0, since W’(‘Z’) = 0 for i = 0, 1, 
HO(“I*) = R and kP’(“P) ZHP+‘(‘I’) “H{+‘(R). Note that E$’ = [R@k KS]<0 =O. 
Also note that the boundary homomorphisms d, *” of the spectral sequence are all 0 
since they preserve degrees as graded T modules and EF” (resp. Er 1 ) are concentrated 
in non-negative (resp. negative) degrees. 
Our conclusion follows directly from these facts. 0 
3. Action of Frobenius and the Main Theorem 
(3.1) Recall that the u-invariant a(R) of R is defined by 
a(R) = max{n 1 H;(R),, #O}. 
Then by Theorem 2.5, T is Cohen-Macaulay if so is R with a(R)<O. 
Theorem 3.2. Let R = $, ,. R, be a Noetheriun graded ring with Ro = k, a jield of 
characteristic p > 0. If R is-Cohen-Mucuuluy with u(R) < 0 and if R has an isoluted 
singularity, then R is a pure subring of an F-rational ring. 
Proof. By our assumption, the singular locus of U = R @k S is defined by mU. Since 
mU n T = YJl, for every prime ideal !@ #9JI of T, lJ@ is regular and TV is a pure 
subring of a regular ring U[Z],. Hence TQ is F-regular by “Boutot’s Theorem for 
F-regular rings” [5]. 
Thus, we have only to show that T+JJJ is F-rational, 
Since T is Cohen-Macaulay, it suffices to show that the tight closure (0)* of 
(0) c H,$‘(T) is (0). 
Now, if we put deg (Yr . . K) = -N, HzS(T) S [H;(R)<_N @k H;],o, where 
H&(R),-N is the factor module of H&(R) by the submodule H$,(R)>_.W. Also, the _ 
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action of Frobenius on HgS(T) 2 [H~(R),_N @k H&O is given by Fe(a @ b) = 
Fe(a) @ Fe(b). 
Since R has isolated singularity, R has an m-primary test ideal and the tight closure 
of (0) in HA(R),_N is (0) for sufficiently large N. Hence, if we choose S so that N 
is sufficiently large, then T is F-rational. 
Example 3.3. (1) If R = k[X, V, WI/(X*+ V3 + W5), R is not F-rational if p = 2,3,5. If 
we take S=k[Y] with degY=-N or s=k[Yi,...,Y~] with degY,=-1 for 
every i. Then T is F-rational for every N > 1 if p = 3,5 and for every N 26. 
(2) IfR=k[X,Y,Z, W]/(X2+Y3+Z6+Wm) (m > 6) R is F-rational @ pzl (mod6) 
or p>m. This shows that R as in Theorem 3.2 and not F-rational exists for infinitely 
many p. 
(3) Let p be a prime number and R =R(P’,D) with 
o=+)+$(O)- i(l). 
Then 
x-l Tp (x - ‘)’ j”p+’ (x- l)Tp, - ___ ____ 
x ’ x 
,..., 
(x - 1 )2 T2p- 1 
X I, 
It can be shown easily that R is a 2-dimensional normal graded ring with a(R) = - 1 
(cf. [8,9]) and R is F-rational if and only if char(k) # p. So, we can construct examples 
of R as in Theorem 3.2 and not F-rational for every characteristic. 
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